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Packaging
That Don't Slow You Down
We take pride in our quality and experience of our human
resources and there for Bramani FIBC S.A plant will
perform safely and with care. We have sustainable and
profitable operations driven by our ability to execute swift
decisions.
Our people are dedicated, innovative and hardworking.
Our actions are characterized by integrity, trust and
respect. We are committed to teamwork.

Truly Unique Company

Competitive Pricing

Through innovation and
determination, Bramani SA FIBC will
go from humble beginnings to an
international market leader.

While maintaining our quality
standards, we strive to offer our
customers competitive and flexible
pricing across our wide range of
products.

Customizable Printing Options

Excellent Customer Service

All our products are uniquely laser
engraved with customer logo’s, serial
numbers and barcodes to ensure
maximum security and integrit on
client request.

Our lead times, flexible delivery
options, continent-wide distribution
network and our professional and
friendly staff ensure we offer a world
class customer experience.

Superior Quality Seals

Passionate Staff

We pride ourselves in providing some
of the highest quality and secure
tamper evident products on the
market hence our fully ISO accredited
manufacturing facility.

Professional, friendly, innovative and
passionate are words best used to
describe our dedicated teams, who
also happen to be our most prized
assets.
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Management

Board Management
The board management team is very compact and multicultural.
Bramani FIBC S.A is open for international recruitment for all
African expatriates to export their knowledge's and technologies in
the development of DR Congo.

Chairman
Mr. Willy spent 3 years studying law in the DR Congo and has
29 years experiencing in communication specialising in
African markets. Having develop excellent high-level contacts
within Africa, over the past 29 years, Willy has used these to
become involved in developing numerous ventures in Africa.
As a consequence he has expertise in modus operandi and
business and social echelons. He is Fluent in English and
French and proficient in Swahili.

Founder & CEO
Mr. Hamisi is an entrepreneur who provides legal, financial,
sales and company administration consulting services. He is
also a demographics researcher and holds a Bachelor of
Economics and Social Law from the University of
Lubumbashi.Working across a variety of industries; Johnny
Hamisi possesses a progressive career portfolio marked by
service excellence and project / campaign success.

Managing & Operation Director
Mr. Unsal has been an industrial engineer for more than 30
years, graduated from Middle East Technical University in
Turkey. He gained this experience by setting new factories in
India, Iran, Turkey and Egypt starting from machine selection,
layout design, workforce planning and putting the factory in
operation in bag making business.

Our Innovative Team
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Packaging

Our Packaging Solutions
Bramani FIBC S.A will concentrate on producing a quality
Raffia Bags (Big bags /Jumbo bags) for the local market. We
understand the importance of interaction between the different
divisions in our company, namely Manufacture and Marketing supply and demand.

Affordable And Reliable

Mining Bags

Maize Bags

Manufacture specially for the mining
and industrial sector's made in a
flexible fabric that is designed for
carrying such as sand, fertilizer, and
minerals in the raw states. Come in
different sizes form 500 kg to 2500
kg.

Manufacture for agriculture, chemical
and industrial. This bag will come in
different sizes to pack different type of
products from 5 kg to 50 kg bags.

Shopping Bags

Cement Bags

Manufacture for the commercial use
these bags will come in different type
design depending on the client
criteria. It will be useful specially for
shopping and groceries. Our bags are
manufactured in certified clean rooms
that adhere to the highest of
international standards.

Manufacture for cement industry this
will carry different type of concrete
including cement, sand and lime.

